We study the congested transport dynamics arising from a non-autonomous traffic optimization problem. In this setting, we prove one can find an optimal traffic strategy with support on the trajectories of a DiPerna-Lions flow. The proof follows the scheme introduced by Brasco, Carlier and Santambrogio in the autonomous setting, applied to the case of supercritical Sobolev dependence in the spatial variable. This requires both Lipschitz and weighted Sobolev apriori bounds for the minimizers of a class of integral functionals whose ellipticity bounds are satisfied only away from a ball of the gradient variable.
Introduction
Wardrop equilibriums are flow configurations on a network that satisfy a natural mass preservation property, as well as the condition that every actually used path between two points has the same cost. This concept was introduced in [31] in finite-dimensional networks, and is well known among geographical economists. While trying to extend the notion of Wardrop equilibrium to the continuous setting, Carlier, Jiménez and Santambrogio proposed in [9] a continuous model for congested traffic equilibrium. Since then, the interest in the topic has grown, and connections have been found by researchers in partial differential equations, calculus of variations and traffic engineering.
In the present paper, we recover an explicit way to construct these equilibriums. This construction was first described by Brasco, Carlier and Santambrogio [6] in an autonomous setting, as a natural continuation of the model presented in [9] . In fact, in that model the traffic cost depends only on the traffic intensity.
However, it may happen that the traffic intensity does not determine the traffic cost. For instance, two different locations with the same traffic intensity may have very different road conditions. This partially explains the need for non-autonomous models for congested traffic. Already in [8] , the authors look at two possible formulations of the traffic problem, as well as a precise proof of their equivalence and dual formulation. Here we study such non autonomous counterparts from the regularity point of view, thus allowing for non-constant same-traffic cost, for which we want to find a reasonably regular solution.
Towards finding such traffic optimals, we need to focus on two issues. The first of this issues concerns the regularity of minimizers of certain highly degenerate integral functionals. More precisely, we focus on optimals for minimizing problems of the form inf uˆF (x, Du) dx + f (x) u dx where f ∈ L s loc (Ω) for some s > n, and F is a somewhat special Carathéodory function. In the gradient variable, F is radial, has growth p ≥ 2, and is highly degenerate: ellipticity bounds are available only away from a ball on the gradient variable (F can even vanish on that ball). In the spatial variable, F enjoys Sobolev dependence W 1,s loc . Minimizers are shown to be locally Lipschitz, that is, Du ∈ L ∞ loc (see Theorem 12) . Moreover, in Theorem 21 we show that for smooth boundaries the local Lipschitz estimates for minimizers are indeed global. The supercritical Sobolev smoothnes of F in the spatial variable is also used to show that minimizers admit distributional derivatives up to second order, at least away from the degeneracy set. This is stated in terms of a weighted apriori bound, which guarantees that , in which Lipschitz regularity in the space variable was assumed for the energy. See also [14] for the critical Sobolev regularity in the spatial variable.
The regularity results described above have their own interest. For instance, these results extend the well known theory for the scalar p-laplace equation, − div |∇u| p−2 ∇u = f to the much more degenerate equation
As a matter of fact, the p-laplace equation degenerates only on the singleton {|∇u| = 0}, while in the second case, as it usually happens in traffic congestion problems, the degeneracy set {|∇u| ≤ 1} is much bigger. These highly degenerate equations have already been object of study by many authors, see for instance [4, 13, 11, 15, 30] .
The second issue we pay attention to is the application of the above regularity results to the analysis of traffic models. In this direction, we show that the construction of Wardrop equilibriums from [6] can be extended to non-autonomous, Sobolev-dependent counterparts with growth 1 < q ≤ 3/2. As in the autonomous case, one first reduces the congested traffic problem to a regularity question on very degenerate elliptic equations. Such reduction is possible because of the non-autonomous duality result [8, Theorem 3.1] . After this reduction, as in [6] , the construction of equilibriums involves the implementation of the socalled Dacorogna-Moser scheme, for which, in turn, DiPerna-Lions theory of flows for weakly differentiable vector fields needs to be used. This is, in fact, the reason why the above mentioned apriori estimates are needed. Following [6] , one then obtain a DiPerna-Lions flow supporting an explicit traffic configuration that minimizes the cost. Moreover, this configuration is indeed a Wardrop equilibrium, whose support consists of the set of rectifiable trajectories of a reasonably nice velocity field in the sense of DiPerna and
Lions. See Theorem 9 in Susbsection 2.7 for the precise statement of our result. The reason for restricting to traffic problems with growth 1 < q ≤ 3/2 is that our Sobolev bounds (1.1) only allow to use DacorognaMoser scheme within this range. Further research is due to fill the missing range 3/2 < q ≤ 2 at the traffic side.
Especially for applications, it is desirable to understand what is the situation when the x dependence is not continuous. We know, thought, that if s = n = 2 then ∇u ∈ L ∞ may fail even in the linear uniformly elliptic setting [12, 28] , while in the case n > 2 some regularity results under a Sobolev assumption on the coefficients can be found in [24, 25, 27, 29] . Thus, other arguments will be needed. Also, nonautonomous extensions to the more recent orthotropic formulation of the traffic problem (see for instance [3, 5, 7] ) will be of interest.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we recall the fundamentals of congested traffic theory, and prove our main results in this direction (we are using here the global estimates of Section 5).
In Sections 3 and 4 we prove, respectively, the interior Lipschitz estimates and the interior second order
Sobolev estimates for minimizers of certain very degenerate integral functionals. In Section 5 we show that the results in Sections 3 and 4 admit a global version, up to the boundary, under enough boundary regularity. This is needed in the proof of the results at Section 2.
We will follow the usual convention and denote by c or C a general constant that may vary on different occasions, even within the same line of estimates. Relevant dependencies on parameters and special constants will be suitably emphasized using parentheses or subscripts. All the norms we use on will be the standard Euclidean ones and denoted by | · | in all cases. In particular, for matrices ξ, η ∈ R n×m we write ξ, η := trace(ξ T η) for the usual inner product of ξ and η, and |ξ| := ξ, ξ 1 2 for the corresponding euclidean norm. By B r (x) we will denote the ball in R n centered at x of radius r. The integral mean of a function u over a ball B r (x) will be denoted by u x,r , that is
where |B r (x)| is the Lebesgue measure of the ball in R n . If no confusion may arise, we shall omit the dependence on the center.
Congested traffic minimization problems
In this section we summarize the models and results in [6, 9] for the reader's convenience.
The scalar problem
We are given two probability measures µ 0 , µ 1 on a bounded domain Ω ⊂ R n , representing both sources and destinations of travellers on a urban network. A traffic strategy is a measure Q on the metric space
; Ω) supported on the subset of rectifiable curves W 1,∞ ([0, 1]; Ω). To any traffic strategy Q, one associates the corresponding traffic intensity i = i Q , which is a scalar measure defined as follows,
for each ϕ ∈ C(Ω; R). This measure summarizes all the traffic flow through the region given by the testing function ϕ.
The total traffic cost of a urban configuration is an integral functional of the traffic intensity. This means that one is given a function
such that:
(H1) For every fixed x ∈ Ω, i → H(x, i) is non-decreasing and convex.
Then, an equilibrium is any traffic strategy Q that solves the following variational problem,
Above, Q q (µ 0 , µ 1 ) denotes the set of all possible measures Q such that i Q ∈ L q (Ω) and
where π t (α) = α(t) denotes the time evaluation of a path α ∈ C([0, 1]; Ω) at time t ∈ [0, 1]. As usually in transport theory, f # µ denotes the image measure of µ through the map f .
The above result was proven in [9, Theorem 2.10] when n = 2 and 1 < q < ∞, in the autonomous setting, that is, with the extra assumption that H(x, i) = H(i) (see [10, Theorem 2] for a non-autonomous counterpart). The proof comes together with a precise description of the relation between the minimizers and Wardrop's equilibrium, see Subsection 2.3 for details. Moreover, if H(x, ·) is strictly convex and Q 1 , Q 2 are equilibriums one can see that i Q1 = i Q2 , althoug it is false in general that Q 1 = Q 2 , see [9] . Concerning the non-emptiness of Q q (µ 0 , µ 1 ), we refer to [8, Theorem 4.4] as well as to the following result (see also [9, Remarks 2.5 and 2.6]).
The above Theorem is a consequence of works by De Pascale, Evans and Pratelli. Roughly speaking, one constructs for the given datum µ 0 and µ 1 the trivial traffic strategy
where dγ(x, y) is an optimal transport plan between µ 0 and µ 1 for the Monge problem, and δ [x,y] is the Dirac delta on the line segment [x, y], understood as a measure on C([0, 1]; Ω). For this particular Q, one easily sees that i Q is precisely the transport density associated to γ (see [21] for the definition of transport density). But De Pascale, Evans and Pratelli proved that the transport density inherits the Lebesgue integrability of µ 0 , µ 1 , and in particular it belongs to L q (see [18] for 1 < q < 2, and [17] for q ≥ 2), as claimed.
It is because of Theorem 2 that, from now on, we will assume that µ 0 , µ 1 are absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Abusing of notation, we will also denote by µ 0 , µ 1 their Radon-Nikodym derivatives, so that dµ j (x) = µ j (x) dx.
The vector problem
There is though a different way to prove existence of minimizers at (2.3), with the advantage of being more explicit. The basic idea (see [6] for details) is to compare (2.3) with the following variational problem,
where H(x, ξ) = H(x, |ξ|) for each ξ ∈ R n , and H satisfies (H0), (H1), (H2) and (H3). Also, Σ q (µ 0 , µ 1 )
denotes the set of all L q (Ω) weak solutions of the following Neumann problem
In this context, the following result is fundamental.
, then the infimums at (2.3) and (2.4) are equal.
It was proven in [6, Theorem 3.2] in the autonomous setting (see also [10, Section 5] for a non-autonomous counterpart). One of the implications is easy. Indeed, to every Q ∈ Q p (µ 0 , µ 1 ) the vector measure σ Q defined by
does the job. The converse direction, much more delicate, requires the superposition principle (see Theorem 7 below).
Wardrop equilibriums
As mentioned in [9] (see also [10] ), the congestion effects in a given traffic strategy Q ∈ Q q (µ 0 , µ q ) are captured by the traffic intensity i Q through the function g(x, i) = ∂ i H(x, i). Namely, one thinks the function g(x, i Q (x)) as the density of a Riemannian metric
where C x,y denotes the subset of C([0, 1]; Ω) of rectifiable curves such that α(0) = x and α(1) = y. In this
With this terminology, a Wardrop equilibrium is a traffic strategy Q ∈ Q(µ 0 , µ 1 ) that satisfies the following two properties:
(a) Q is supported on Q-geodesics, that is,
The following result was given in [9, Theorem 4.2] in the autonomous case (see [10, Theorem 2] for the non-autonomous counterpart). This result was proven in [9] in the autonomous case. A sketch for a non-autonomous counterpart was given in [10] . In boths cases, the proof is quite involved, as regularity issues need to be handled in detail.
Indeed, already at the very beginning, the definition d Q may have problems, since i Q ∈ L q only implies
q−1 and this may not be enough to define line integrals.
Duality and Regularity Theory
The transition from congested traffic problems to the classical regularity theory for elliptic PDE relies on the following duality result. It was proven by Brasco and Petrache in [8, Theorem 3 .1], but we remind it here for the reader's convenience. By W 1,r * (Ω) we denote the class of functions ϕ ∈ W 1,r (Ω) such that
where H * (x, ·) is the Legendre transform of H(x, ·). Moreover, one has
where 
and therefore T ∈ W −1,q . Another interesting example is that of the point masses, that is, µ j = δ xj for
As explained in [8] (see also [6, Theorem 2.1]), when ξ → H(x, ξ) is strictly convex the Legendre transform ξ → H * (x, ξ) becomes C 1 -smooth, and therefore the subdifferential ∂H * (x, ξ) reduces to a singleton
whence the optimals σ and ϕ must necessarily be related by
In particular, in that strictly convex setting the optimizer σ ∈ Σ p (T ) is unique. Moreover, ϕ can be found by solving the following Neumann problem
The following examples explain a bit better the situation:
In particular, H * is strictly convex, and ∇H * (x, ξ) = |ξ| p−2 ξ degenerates at just one point. The relation between optimals σ = |ϕ| p−2 ϕ also says that ϕ is a solution of an inhomogeneous Neumann problem for the p-Laplace operator,
On the other hand, since g(x, 0) = ∂ i H(x, 0) = 0, according to (2.7) and Theorem 4, this example gives zero cost to zero traffic. This is not completely realistic, as a positive cost must be expected even in absence of traffic.
• If H(x, i) = i+ λi one gets g(x, 0) = ∂ i H(x, 0) = λ, and so for λ > 0 this model is more realistic. At the same time, though,
is not strictly convex, and therefore
degenerates not only when |ξ| = 0 but on the whole ball {|ξ| ≤ λ} of the gradient variable. Still, H * is C 1 in the second variable, and so one gets a Neumann boundary value problem for the following Euler-Lagrange equation
although it signifficantly differs from the p-Laplace equation.
DiPerna-Lions Theory
Given a vector field b : [0, 1] × R n → R n , and a measure µ 0 ∈ M(R n ), a measure valued map
is said to be a weak solution of the Cauchy problem for the continuity equation
Equivalently, for each ϕ ∈ C ∞ b (R n ) the real-variable function t →´ϕ dµ t is absolutely continuous with
Under enough smoothness, the problem (2.9) has as its unique solution u(t, ·) the image measure of the initial datum µ 0 through the flow X(t, ·) at time t,
Above, X(t, ·) is obtained by solving the following ODE   Ẋ (t, x) = b(t, X(t, x)),
It is well known, though, that such flow X need not be well defined in general. In their celebrated paper, DiPerna and Lions [19] developed a systematic way to understand transport and continuity equations for non-smooth vector fields b. One of the main points in their theory was to establish a relation between the notion of well-defined flow and the solvability of initial value problems for scalar conservation laws and the notion of renormalized solution. As in [6] , we recall that when µ t ∈ L 1 loc then µ t is said to be a renormalized solution of (2.9) if, for every β ∈ C 1 (R), the equation
is satisfied in (0, 1) × Ω in the sense of distributions. Clearly, renormalized solutions are weak solutions (simply take β(u) = u) while the converse is false in general. Since the work of DiPerna and Lions, it is known that if b is a Sobolev vector field then weak solutions to the continuity equation are renormalized.
The following result summarizes the main ideas of DiPerna -Lions theory.
, and b · n = 0 on ∂Ω in the weak sense. Then there is a unique continuous map
that leaves Ω invariant, and such that the following holds:
(a) X(t, s, ·) # dx is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure dx, and
(b) If 0 ≤ r < s < t ≤ 1 then X(t, r, x) = X(t, s, X(s, r, x)) for almost every x ∈ Ω.
(c) For almost every x ∈ Ω, X(t, s, ·) is an absolutely continuous solution of (2.10), that is,
) of the Cauchy problem (2.9) with initial condition u(s, ·) = µ 0 .
Superposition principle
We say that µ t is a superposition solution of (2.9) if there exists a measure Q on the metric space
, supported on the subset of absolutely continuous trajectories of b, that is,
and such that
for each t ∈ [0, 1] and all ϕ ∈ C c (R n ). It can be seen that superposition solutions to (2.9) are indeed weak solutions. Superposition solutions are nicer in the sense that they can be represented as time evaluations of a more intrinsic measure Q on the set of rectifiable trajectories of b. In particular, this obviously allows for vector fields for which uniqueness of solutions in (2.10) may not be true. The following result was proven in [2, Theorem 2].
Theorem 7. If u(t, ·) = µ t is a non-negative measure valued weak solution of (2.9), and
then it is also a superposition solution.
As a corollary, the following result holds. (b) Non-negative measure valued weak solutions to (2.9) are unique whenever µ 0 is supported on A.
As a consequence, positive measure-valued weak solutions to the continuity equation (2.9) are superposition solutions only assuming (2.11). Let us mention that everything above can be reformulated on bounded
domains Ω ⊂ R n , by adding boundary conditions on b of Neumann type.
Traffic applications of the Main Theorem
One of the fundamental results of [6] consists of proving that at least one of the optimal strategies Q 0 in 2.3 is supported on the flow of a reasonably nice vector field. In the present paper, we want extend this result from its original autonomous formulation to certain non-autonomous situations. To this end, some regularity needs to be assumed in the spatial x variable. We have in mind the following model,
where in principle one can have 1 < q < ∞, b > 0, and a > 0 is a measurable function, with a,
and more importantly a ∈ W 1,s (Ω) for some s > n. Of course, other models may fit into the discussion.
Here Ω is a domain in R n with nice boundary. This is our main result. .12), and µ 0 , µ 1 are probability densities such
for some DiPerna -Lions flow map X.
The proof of this theorem repeats the structure of [6] . This means that optimal traffic strategies will be constructed by means of the classical Dacorogna-Moser scheme. Such structures will be proven to have support on the trajectories of a DiPerna-Lions velocity field. This obviously will require the uses of Let us start by observing that if H is as in (2.12) then
This immediately gives the following bounds
for all ξ ∈ R n , x ∈ Ω and λ ∈ R n , and some function k ∈ L s (Ω). In particular, for H as in (2.12), bounds (2.13) guarantee that F = H * satisfies the assumptions (F0)-(F4) from Section 3.
Towards the proof of Theorem 9, we start with the following regularity result. It is a direct consequence of Theorem 12 and its global version from Theorem 21.
Proposition 10.
Let Ω ⊂ R n be a bounded domain, with C 3 -smooth boundary. Suppose also that
Proof. Since H is strictly convex in the second variable, the remarks after Lemma 5 apply. So if σ is a minimizer then
where u is necessarily a minimizer of
Since F = H * satisfies conditions (F0)-(F4) of Section 3, we are legitimate to use Theorem 12. As a consequence, and since µ 0 , µ 1 ∈ L s for some s > n, we deduce that u ∈ W 1,∞ loc . The global boundedness of ∇u is a consequence of the boundary reflection result, see Theorem 21. So the claim follows.
It is worth mentioning that the essential condition on H here is that F = H * satisfies (F0)-(F4). Now, we continue with the Sobolev estimates for σ.
Proposition 11.
Let Ω ⊂ R n be a bounded domain, with C 3 -smooth boundary. Suppose also that µ 0 , µ 1 ∈ L s for some s > n. If σ is a minimizer in (2.4), H is as in (2.12), and q ≤ 3/2, then σ ∈ W 1,1
Proof. We start as in the proof of Proposition 10. So we have
Now, we have for F (x, ξ) = H * (x, ξ) the bounds in (2.13). In particular, this means that
Using now Theorem 12 together with the fact that k ∈ L s , we see that the first term on the right hand side above belongs to L s , and so in particular it is locally integrable. Concerning the second, we use Theorem 19 to deduce that if 1 < q ≤ 3 2 then p ≥ 3 and sô
which is easily seen to be finite as a consequence of Theorems 12 and 19. The claim follows.
We can now prove Theorem 9.
Proof of Theorem 9. Although the proof of existence of optimal traffic strategies Q is standard (see [10, Theorem 2] or [9, Theorem 2.10] for the precise proofs), we write it here for the reader's convenience. Let us take σ ∈ Σ q (µ 0 , µ 1 ) to be the unique optimizer at (2.4), and call
Then, u(t, ·) = (1 − t) µ 0 + t µ 1 is a weak solution of the Cauchy problem
We now take any ϕ = ϕ(t) of class C ∞ c ([0, ∞)). Then, we multiply both sides in (2.17) by ϕ and integrate in time on [0, ∞), and obtainσ
Now, we use Fubini's theorem, and integrate by parts in time on the right hand side, and get thaẗ
We end up getting from (2.18) thaẗσ
and therefore u(t, ·) is a weak solution of (2.16), as claimed. Now, using that |Ω| < ∞, we see that
Thus we are legitimate to use the Superposition Principle (i.e. Theorem 7) and deduce that u(t, ·) is indeed a superposition solution. In particular, there exists a probability measure Q ∈ P(C([0, 1]; Ω)) with the
It turns out that Q ∈ Q q (µ 0 , µ 1 ). Indeed, by construction u(t, ·) = (π t ) # Q at times t = 0 and t = 1, and so Q fits with the given data µ 0 and µ 1 . On the other hand, concerning its traffic intensity i Q we have
thus i Q is absolutely continuous with density |σ| ∈ L q . Therefore Q ∈ Q q (µ 0 , µ 1 ) as claimed. Now it just remains to note thatˆH
thus from the optimality of σ and Theorem 3 we get that Q is optimal.
In order to prove that Q = X # (µ 0 ) for some DiPerna-Lions flow X, we need to see thatσ admits such a flow. But this is a consequence of Theorem 6. Indeed,
•σ ∈ W 1,1 (Ω), because σ ∈ W 1,1 (by Proposition 11), σ ∈ L ∞ (by Proposition 10) and
(by assumption).
•
By Theorem 6,σ induces a well-defined DiPerna-Lions flow X, and u(t, ·) = X(t, ·) # (µ 0 ) must necessarily be a weak solution of (2.16). However, the fact thatσ 
, and the theorem is proved.
The L ∞ bounds for Du
In this section, we are given a bounded domain Ω ⊂ R n , a real number p ≥ 2, and an integer N ≥ 1. We look at local minimizers u : Ω ⊂ R n → R N of inhomogeneous functionals
Here, F is a Carathéodory function with growth p, which is assumed to be only asimptotically convex with respect to the gradient variable, and f : Ω ⊂ R n → R N is given. In this setting, and for f ≡ 0, Fonseca, Fusco and Marcellini proved in [22] that local minimizers are Lipschitz continuous if
More recently, still for f ≡ 0, in [20] this result was extended to k ∈ L s loc (Ω) for some s > n. Local boundedness for the gradient in the inhomogeneous case was proven in [6, Theorem 5.2] for f ∈ C α and α > 0 , and in [4, Theorem 2.1] for f ∈ L s , s > n. In both cases, though, the extra assumption that F (x, ξ) = F (ξ) was needed.
To be more precise, we have a Carathéodory function
This means that, for every fixed ξ ∈ R n×N , x → F (x, ξ) is measurable, and also that there is a null set N ⊂ Ω so that ξ → F (x, ξ) is continuous and convex in R n×N , and C 2 on R n×N \ BR(0). It will be assumed to satisfy the following properties:
(F0) There exist positive constants ℓ, L such that for a.e. x ∈ Ω and all ξ ∈ R n×N ℓ(|ξ|
for a.e. x ∈ Ω and for all ξ ∈ R n×N \ B R (0).
for a.e. x ∈ Ω and all ξ ∈ R nN \ B R (0).
(F4) There exists s > n and a non-negative function k ∈ L s loc (Ω) such that
for a.e. x ∈ Ω and for all ξ ∈ R nN \ B R (0).
We can now state the main result of this section. 
for all balls B ρ ⊂ B r ⋐ Ω, and an exponent τ = τ (n, s) > 0.
As usual, the proof of this Theorem is split into two parts: an apriori L ∞ estimate, and an approximation that we will establish in the following two subsections.
The apriori L ∞ estimate
We introduce some auxiliary notation. For each γ ≥ 0, we will denote
For such Φ, one easily sees that
We also introduce the following notation for the positive part of |Du| − 1,
The following lemma is an important application in the so called hole-filling method. Its proof can be found for example in [26, Lemma 6.1] .
Lemma 13. Let h : [r, R 0 ] → R be a nonnegative bounded function and 0 < ϑ < 1, A, B ≥ 0 and β > 0.
Assume that
In this subsection, we prove an apriori estimate that will be used later in the approximation step (see 
, and an exponent τ = τ (n, s) > 0
In the above result, we are assuming without loss of generality thatR = 1 in (F0)-(F4). For the proof of the above result, the integral´B r (x0) arctan(|v −ū| 2 ) dx is a perturbation of F(v; B r (x 0 )) that provides no difficulties. Indeed, denoting g(x, v) := arctan(|v −ū(x)| 2 ), we have that g and its derivatives g v α , α = 1, . . . , m, are bounded. Thus, for the sake of clarity, we prefer to drop this perturbation term, and to state, and prove an a priori estimate for local minimizers of F(·; Ω) only, see Theorem 15 below.
, where s is the exponent appearing in assumption (F4).
is a local minimizer of the functional F(·; Ω), and that |Du|
holds for every concentric balls B ρ ⊂ B R ⋐ Ω. Moreover, the following Caccioppoli inequality holds,
, an exponent τ = τ (n, s) > 0 and for every concentric balls
Proof. We will prove the theorem in 3 steps.
Step 1. The first step is to prove that if γ 0 and if η ∈ C ∞ 0 (Ω) is a non-negative cut off function, then one hasˆΩ
where Φ is the function defined at (3.2) and P = (|Du| − 1) + , with C = C(n, N, ν, p, L 1 ). Since u is a local minimizer of F(·; Ω), it satisfies the following integral identitŷ
By our assumption on u and a standard approximation argument, we can choose
where η ∈ C ∞ 0 (Ω). Such a choice, together with an integration by parts in the left hand side of previous identity, yields
We now use the product rule to calculate the derivatives of η 2 · Φ(P ) · D xs u. This converts (3.9) into I 1 + I 2 + I 3 + I 4 + I 5 + I 6 + I 7 + I 8 + I 9 = 0, where
We will estimate each term separately. It is worth pointing out that the integrals I i , with i = 1, . . . , 6 will be estimate with arguments similar to those in [20] , [14] . We will report here for the sake of completeness.
For the estimate of I 1 we use assumption (F3) and Young's inequality as follows
In order to estimate I 4 ,we use assumption (F4) and Young's inequality as follows,
(3.11) {eq47.3} {eq47.3}
We estimate I 5 , using (F4) and Young's inequality again. Indeed
(3.12) {eq47.4} {eq47.4}
For the estimate of I 6 , again by virtue of assumption (F4), we have
where we used the equality in (3.4). Noting that |Du| = (|Du| − 1) + + 1 ≤ 2(|Du| − 1) + on the set {|Du| ≥ 2} (3.14) {est2} {est2} and, recalling (3.3), we can estimate the first integral in the right hand side of previous inequality as follows
After setting C γ = 2(1 + γ) > 0, we multiply and divide the last integrand in (3.13) by δ+P Cγ 1/2 with 0 < δ < 1, and use Young's inequality, thus obtaining
where, in the last line we used (3.3), that Φ ′ (P ) ≤ c γ as long as 0 < P < 1 on the set {1 |Du| 2} and the fact that, since P δ + P 1, we have
Plugging (3.15) and (3.16) into (3.13), we get
By virtue of the assumption |D 2 u| 2 |Du| p−2 ∈ L 1 loc (Ω), we can let δ → 0 in previous estimate thus getting
where we used that C γ ∼ (γ + 1). For I 7 , using Young's inequality, we get
where we used that p ≥ 2 and that the set of integration is {|Du| > 1}. Concerning I 8 and I 9 , by (3.14)
and Young's inequality, we have
The first integral in the right hand side of (3.20) can be estimated by Young's inequality as follows
where we used that |Du| p−2 > 1 on the set |Du| > 1 since p > 2 and as before C γ ∼ (γ + 1). To estimate the second integral in (3.20) we argue as we did for I 6 multiplying and dividing for C 1 2 γ (δ + P ) 1 2 with 0 < δ < 1 and we use Young's inequality, thus gettinĝ
where we used that δ + P ≤ 2P in the set {|Du| > 2}, (3.3) and that Φ ′ (t) ≤ c γ as long as P ≤ 1 in the set {1 < |Du| ≤ 2} and (3.17) and |Du| p−2 > 1 in the set {|Du| > 1}. Inserting (3.21) and (3.22) in (3.20) and letting δ → 0, we get
We remind that
We now elaborate on the precise form of D ξξ F (x, ξ) to estimate I 3 . To do this, we abuse of notation and for every scalar t we denote F ′ (x, t) = ∂ t F (x, t) and F ′′ (x, t) = ∂ tt F (x, t). By (F1), for every ξ ∈ R n×N \ {0} one has
Recalling the equality in (3.4), it is well known that for a.e. x ∈ {|Du| ≥ 1}, we have
(3.25)
Thus,
Now, if we use the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we have
is nonnegative for every t ≥ 0 and, by (F2), F ′ (x, |Du|) ≥ 0, then we conclude that
Therefore, using that I 3 0 together with (3.24) we have
On the other hand, the ellipticity assumption (F2) gives that
Inserting estimates (3.10), (3.11), (3.12), (3.18), (3.19) , (3.22) , (3.29) into (3.28), we obtain
where we used that Φ(P ) ≤ (1 + P ) γ . We now choose ε = ν 12 , and reabsorb the first integral in the right hand side by the left hand side. We obtain
with C = C(n, N, p, ν, L 1 ) that is inequality (3.8).
Step 2. Fix a ball B R (x 0 ) ⋐ Ω and radii 0 < ρ < r < t < R. Due to the local nature of our results, without loss of generality we may suppose R < 1. Let η ∈ C ∞ 0 (B t ) be a cut off function such that η ≡ 1 on B r and |Dη| C t − r . Inequality (3.8) can be written as followŝ
where we used the notations
We estimate J i , i = 1, 2, 3 using the assumptions k, f ∈ L s loc (Ω), Hölder's inequality and the properties of η. Using Hölder's inequality with exponents s 2 and s s−2 , we get
and Let us now define the constant E R as follows
Inserting (3.32), (3.33) and (3.34) into (3.31), and using (3.35), we get
Following [20] , we now introduce the auxiliary function
It is easy to see that
Let us denote by
Thus, by the Sobolev imbedding Theorem, we get
Using the properties of G(t) at (3.37) in the previous inequality and recalling that 1 + P = |Du| on the set {|Du| > 1}, we obtain
where we also used the properties of the function η. Combining estimates (3.36) and (3.38), using that
Since s > n , setting θ = n s , one has 0 < θ < 1 and moreover
and so, the use of the interpolation inequality in the right hand side of (3.39) yields
We now use Young's inequality with exponents 
The iteration Lemma 13 now gives that
Step 3. Let us define the decreasing sequence of radii ρ j , j ∈ N, by setting
and the increasing sequence of exponents
Since γ ≥ 0 can take any value, estimate (3.42) can be written on every ball B ρj as follows
Iterating estimate (3.43) we obtain
where we used the definition of ρ j . It is easy to prove that
for every j ∈ N. Now, letting j → ∞, and recalling that ρ j ≥ ρ, for every j ∈ N, we end up with
, that gives (3.6).
Step 4. In this
Step we are going to establish estimate (3.7). To this aim we write (3.8) for γ = 0,
for every η ∈ C ∞ 0 (Ω). Choosing radii 0 < ρ < R, η a cut off function between B ρ and B R and using estimate (3.6), we obtain
The proof is finished.
The approximation
In this section, we use the apriori estimate of Theorem 14 to prove Theorem 12. In particular, we show that local minimizers u ∈ W 1,p loc (Ω; R N ) of the functional in (3.1),
are locally Lipschitz. To this end, we state first the following approximation result, which we take from [11, 15] . It shows that one can find a sequence of uniformly elliptic integrands F m that approximate the given F . The approximants can be chosen to be Lipschitz in the x variable, and also to have ellipticity bounds on all the domain of the ξ variable, although these bounds may depend on m (see conditions (F m 2)-(F m 4) below). Furthermore, these ellipticity conditions may be assumed uniform in m away from a ball of the ξ variable (see conditions (F0)-(F4) below). We recall that, without loss of generality, we assumed that the radius R appearing in the assumptions (F0)-(F4) is equal to 1. 
Moreover, the above properties can be extended to all ξ ∈ R n×N in the following way:
(F m 4) There is Λ m > 0 such that for every x ∈ Ω ′ and ξ ∈ B 2 (0)
We now recall a regularity result for minimizers of functionals of the form
where F has standard growth conditions and smooth dependence on the x-variable, andū is fixed. In absence of the perturbation term arctan(|w −ū| 2 ), this regularity result is well known. We refer to [23] for the higher differentiability result, and to [15, Theorem 1.1] as far as the Lipschitz continuity of the local minimizers is concerned. In presence of the perturbation term, the proofs can be easily adapted because of the boundedness of the function arctan(|w −ū| 2 ) and of its derivative with respect to the variable w.
More precisely, we have the following.
, and define the functional
Assume that there exists p ≥ 2 such that for every x ∈ Ω and every ξ, λ ∈ R nN ,
loc (Ω; R N ) and
Moreover, if there exists
We are now ready for proving Theorem 12.
Proof of Theorem 12. Let u ∈ W 1,p loc (Ω) be a local minimizer of the functional F(u, Ω), and let B r ⊂ Ω be a fixed ball. We consider the sequence of energy densities F m (x, ξ) obtained after applying Proposition 16 to the integrand F . For a standard sequence of mollifiers ρ ε , we set u ε = u * ρ ε , f ε = f * ρ ε . We define
The lower semi-continuity and strict convexity of F ε,m ensures that the minimization problem min F ε,m (w; B r ) : w ∈ u + W and the minimality of v ε,m , there exists a constant C independent of m and such that
We now use Young's inequality, and Poincaré inequality, and the previous estimate yieldŝ
Choosing α = 
For every fixed ǫ > 0, one can see that F ǫ,m Γ-converges to F ǫ as m → ∞ (see Theorem 5.14 and Corollary 7.20 in [16] ). As a consequence, v ǫ is a minimizer of F ǫ . Now, the lower semicontinuity of the L p norm implies that
C is independent of ǫ and soˆB
As before, by compactness there exists v ∈ u + W Observe that, as ε → 0, the functionals F ε Γ-converge to
whence v is a minimizer of F 0 , and therefore F 0 (v, B r ) ≤ F 0 (u, B r ). This, together with the minimality of u, implies that
Hence the above inequalities are equalities, and as a consequencê
The functionals F ε,m satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 17 for every ε and m. Therefore their minimizers v ε,m belong to W 
for every B ρ ⊂ B ρ ′ ⋐ B r and for a constant C independent of ε and m. By virtue of (3.48) and (3.49), and since k ǫ → k and f ε → f strongly in L s , passing to the limit, first as m → +∞, and then as ε → 0 in estimate (3.50), we conclude that
This finishes the proof.
The regularity of D 2 u
In this section, we establish the integrability of second order distributional derivatives of the local minimizers of the functional F(·, Ω). For this, we will need the following Proposition, that is inspired by a result in [14] . The result we present here goes a bit further, as it states convergence on the set {|Df | > 1}, and not only on {|Df | > t} for each t > 1 and this improvement is due to the Lipschitz regularity of the minimizers proven in Theorem 12. This has also consequences in Theorem 19. The precise statement is as follows.
Proposition 18. Let p ≥ 2, N ≥ 1, and let f k , f ∈ W 1,p (Ω; R N ) be given, and denote P k = (|Df k | − 1) + .
Assume that:
for some M independent of k.
(c) Assume thatˆΩ P p k
for some N independent of k.
Then one has (|Df | − 1)
Moreover, there exists a not relabeled subsequence f k such that
Proof. First, it is immediate to see that
In particular, the convergence is strong in L 2 . As a consequence, ϕ ≥ 0 almost everywhere. Using also that r → r 2 2+p is 2 2+p -Hölder continuous on [0, ∞), we can deduce that
. From now on, let us denote P = ϕ 2 p+2 , for each t ≥ 0, consider the set
The integrability of P guarantees that t → |A(t)| is a right-continuous functions on [0, ∞). Moreover, since P k − P p+2 → 0 as k → ∞, the convergence also occurs in measure. Therefore, recalling the definition
Moreover by the convergence in measure of P k to P , for every t > 0, we have For t > 0, we writê {P ≥t}
By (4.3) we have that
Since by virtue of the assumption (b), we have ||P || ∞ ≤ c(M ), we get
by the equality in (4.4). Inserting (4.7) and (4.6) in (4.5), we conclude lim k→+∞ˆ{ P ≥t}
for every t > 0 . Note now that
Passing to the limit first as k → ∞ and using (4.8) with t = 1/n, and then as n → ∞ in (4.9), we conclude that lim k→∞ˆ{ P >0}
From previous equality we deduce that
and, of course, modulo subsequences, also weakly and almost everywhere. By assumption, (f k ) is weakly convergent in W 1,p (Ω; R N ) to f , so, by the essential uniqueness of the weak limit we conclude that
By (4.11) and (4.12) and the equality above, there exists a subsequence (not relabeled) of f k such that
The other assertions follows easily.
We can now proceed with the main result in this section. In what follows we shall use the notation
Theorem 19. Let u ∈ W 1,p (Ω; R n×N be a local minimizer of the functional F(·, Ω) in (3.1), and so that
loc (Ω) (4.14) {tesi} {tesi} and the following Caccioppoli type inequality holds,
for every ball B r (x 0 ) ⋐ Ω, every 0 < ρ < r, for some C = C(n, N, p, s, c 1 , c 2 , L, L 1 , ν, ρ, r) and for some
Let us mention that in (4.15) the term on the left hand side is equivalent tô 
with a constant C independent of m and of ε. As usually, P ε,m = (|Dv ε,m | − 1) + . Now using estimate (3.48) and the fact that
with a constant C independent of m and of ε. Furthermore, we have that
with a constant C independent of m and ε. By Proposition 18, with a constant C independent of ε. We now argue for the sequence v ε as we did for v ε,m , and the theorem follows .
Boundary regularity
In this section we show that a typical reflection method extends the previous interior estimates up to the boundary. To this end, we will proceed as in [6] . We will start with the following auxilliary standard result.
Lemma 20. Let B ⊂ R n be a ball centered at the origin. Set B + = B ∩ {x n > 0} and B − = B ∩ {x n < 0}, and let f : B −→ R be such that f ∈ W 1,p (B + ) and f ∈ W 1,p (B − ). If f is continuous on B, then
This result is classical, and we omit its proof. The main result of this section states that Theorem 12 gives global bounds when Ω has nice boundary.
Theorem 21.
Suppose Ω is a bounded domain with ∂Ω ∈ C 3,1 . Let F be as in Theorem 12, and let u ∈ W for some f ∈ L s (Ω), and s > n. Then Du ∈ L ∞ (Ω).
Proof. Let x 0 ∈ ∂Ω, and let V be a neighborhood of x 0 in R n . We write x = (x ′ , x n ) with x ′ ∈ R n−1 . We denote B = {|x| < 1}, B + = {x ∈ B; x n > 0}. Since Ω is C 3,1 , there exist a diffeomorphism ψ : B + → V ∩ Ω which is onto, and which extends to ∂B + in a C 1 -smooth way, with Dψ(y) = 0 for y ∈ ∂B + . In particular, we can assume that ψ(∂B + ) = ∂Ω ∩ V . Set R to be reflection in R n with respect to the hyperplane Arguing as in [6] , we now claim that there exists a matrix function x → O(x), such that where g ∈ C 3,1 (R n−1 ) is restricted to L. With this choice, we obtain
Especially, det Dψ(x ′ , 0) = 1 − |∇g(x ′ )| 2 . As a consequence, we have the equality We have just shown that G satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 12. Now, since f ∈ L s (Ω) implies f ∈ L s we can deduce from Theorem 12 that |D u| ∈ L ∞ ( 1 2 B). But using again the bilipschitz character of ψ we obtain that |Du| ∈ L ∞ (ψ( 1 2 B + )). In particular, Du is bounded up to ∂Ω. The claim follows.
